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To the 18th Section.

The conversion tables up to September, 1942, for the American Military Attache Code M-11 and WDCC-2 sent by Major HIROSE on the 13th.

**3 lines mi**

Military Intelligence Code 12 (mentioned in Finland wire #100)\(^a\) and WDCC-2 are the same, so evidently this is merely a new name for it.

I have already sent the 18th Section copies of WDCC-2 and M-11, so there is no need to send them again.

I have asked Section (68) about the use of the American codes (?being broken?) in Germany, but they are not used in the Far East.

Hence I haven't sent you the conversion table which the Germans have deciphered. However, the Finns have deciphered the conversion table in use at present. If Section 18 wants this I suggest that our General Staff get in touch directly with our Attache in Helsinki and have it sent through by telegram.

\(^a\) - This appeared in Special Bulletin on June 6.
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